PLRB Large Loss Conference Proposal
Submitted by:
• Name of presenter
Title, Company, Location
• Name of presenter #2
Title, Company, Location
Workshop Title

Curriculum (select one)
Casualty
Commercial Lines Property
Personal Lines Property
Summary of Hypothetical Claim:
This presentation will focus on a …. The fact pattern will indicate that the

These panelists each have first-hand experience handling these types of claims and,
accordingly, will be prepared to lead a spirited discussion concerning the real-world
challenges that they typically involve.
The practical coverage issues implicated by this large loss claim will include, without
limitation:
1. the different lines of coverage potentially impacted by this claim, including
homeowners, commercial general liability and excess coverage;
2. the number of “occurrences,” and the resulting impact on deductibles, self-insured
retentions, aggregates and excess coverage; and
3. how an insurer might work with a policyholder to advance immediate funds to
prospective claimants to limit exposure, without impairing coverage.
Rough Outline:
I.

Initial Claim Assessment
A.
Organizing the various claims
i.
Property Damage – 50 residences and 2 businesses
ii.
Bodily Injury – 18 immediate injuries, 2 deaths, and the
subsequent respiratory illness claims
B.

Do the claims appear to fall within the applicable coverage grants?
i.
ii.

For liability policies, has the insured demonstrated “property
damage” or “bodily injury”?
Has there been an “occurrence” and, if so, how many?
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iii.
iv.

In particular, do the initial BI/PD claims constitute separate
“occurrences” from the subsequent respiratory illness claims,
and how might this impact the insurers’ obligations?

Did an “occurrence” take place during the policy period?
Is there a duty to defend?
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v.

II.

III.

Have any first-party claims been made?

C.

Has the policyholder satisfied conditions precedent under the policy?
i.
Was notice timely provided?
ii.
Is the insured cooperating with the insurance investigation?

D.

Are there applicable exclusions?

E.

Damages – what is the exposure?

F.

Mitigation – can steps be taken to mitigate damages?
i.
Providing emergency assistance
ii.
Setting up a claim fund
iii.
Are these voluntary payments?
iv.
Can/should the insurer pre-approve or otherwise get involved with
these payments?

G.

Claim Assessment
i.
The coverage position – accept, decline, or ROR
ii.
Is an outside opinion warranted?

Intermediate Claim Assessment
A.
Information requests
i.
Has the policyholder provided all relevant requested information?
ii.
Is additional information needed to assess the claim?
B.

Staying Updated
i.
Are you being provided with underlying pleadings and relevant
discovery updates?
ii.
Are you keeping your excess insurers updated?

C.

Other insurance
i.
What communications have taken place with other potentially
implicated insurers?
ii.
Do you have copies of the other insurers’ coverage position letters?
iii.
Are you keeping excess insurers apprised?

D.

Timing – how long do you have to issue a timely coverage position?

Claim Conclusion
A.
Adjudication
i.
Can a coverage determination be made based on the information
provided?
ii.
If issuing a coverage declination, is there a reasonable basis for this
position?
iii.
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the coverage position?
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iv.

Will an adverse coverage determination likely be litigated?

B.

Resolution
i.
Does it make sense to try to reach an amicable resolution of this
claim with the policyholder?
ii.
What if the underlying claims are ongoing?
iii.
Have you considered alternatives to a traditional lump-sum claim
release?
• Coverage-in-Place Agreements
• Broader Releases
• Business Considerations

C.

The Coverage Position Letter
i.
Have you included in any final coverage position letter all relevant,
updated facts?
ii.
Have you accurately recited the relevant policy provisions,
including by referencing any applicable endorsements?
iii.
Is your analysis of these facts under the policy consistent with the
applicable law?

Materials:
Each attendee will receive the following: (a) presentation slides, (b) a hypothetical
problem, and (c) a handout highlighting simple components of applicable law. We
request that the rooms are equipped with round tables for group discussions.
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